The VLT LBG Redshift Survey – III. The clustering and dynamics of Lyman-break galaxies at $z \sim 3^*$
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ABSTRACT

We present a catalogue of 2135 galaxy redshifts from the VLT LBG Redshift Survey (VLRS), a spectroscopic survey of $z \approx 3$ galaxies in wide fields centred on background quasi-stellar objects. We have used deep optical imaging to select galaxies via the Lyman-break technique. Spectroscopy of the Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) was then made using the Very Large Telescope (VLT) Visible Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS) instrument, giving a mean redshift of $z = 2.79$. We analyse the clustering properties of the VLRS sample and also of the VLRS sample combined with the smaller area Keck-based survey of Steidel et al. From the semiprojected correlation function, $w_p(\sigma)$, for the VLRS and combined surveys, we find that the results are well fit with a single power-law model, with clustering scale lengths of $r_0 = 3.46 \pm 0.41$ and $3.83 \pm 0.24 h^{-1}$ Mpc, respectively. We note that the corresponding combined $\xi(r)$ slope is flatter than for local galaxies at $\gamma = 1.5–1.6$ rather than $\gamma = 1.8$. This flat slope is confirmed by the $z$-space correlation function, $\xi(z)$, and in the range $10 < s < 100 h^{-1}$ Mpc the VLRS shows an $\approx 2.5\sigma$ excess over the $\Lambda$ cold dark matter ($\Lambda$CDM) linear prediction. This excess may be consistent with recent evidence for non-Gaussianity in clustering results at $z \approx 1$. We then analyse the LBG $z$-space distortions using the 2D correlation function, $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$, finding for the combined sample a large-scale infall parameter of $\beta = 0.38 \pm 0.19$ and a velocity dispersion of $\sqrt{\langle w_z^2 \rangle} = 420_{-140}^{+140} \text{ km s}^{-1}$. Based on our measured $\beta$, we are able to determine the gravitational growth rate, finding a value of $f(z = 3) = 0.99 \pm 0.50$ (or $f\sigma_8 = 0.26 \pm 0.13$), which is the highest redshift measurement of the growth rate via galaxy clustering and is consistent with $\Lambda$CDM. Finally, we constrain the mean halo mass for the LBG population, finding that the VLRS and combined sample suggest mean halo masses of $\log(M_{\text{DM}}/M_\odot) = 11.57 \pm 0.15$ and $11.73 \pm 0.07$, respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The large-scale structure of matter presents a crucial guide in understanding the nature and evolution of the Universe. In a cold dark matter ($\Lambda$CDM) structure in the Universe grows hierarchically through gravitational instability (e.g. Mo & White 1996; Jenkins et al. 1998; Springel, Frenk & White 2006) and testing this model requires the measurement of the matter clustering and the growth of structure across cosmic time (e.g. Springel et al. 2005; Orsi et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2009). We are limited however in our ability to trace the structure of mass given that observations suggest that $\approx 75$ per cent of the mass density of the Universe is in the form of dark matter.

Although large photometric surveys are beginning to map the overall matter distribution via its lensing signature (e.g. Massey et al. 2007; Hildebrandt et al. 2012), at present the primary tool in the statistical analysis of the distribution of matter in the Universe remains the study of the clustering statistics of selected galaxy populations. A given galaxy population traces the peaks in the matter distribution and hence provides a biased view of the matter density, which nevertheless can be used to follow the overall growth of structure.

At low redshift, magnitude limited galaxy samples have provided significant tools in probing the clustering properties of the galaxy population (e.g. Norberg et al. 2002; Hawkins et al. 2003), whilst at higher redshifts, photometric selections are required to isolate the required redshift range, for example the luminous red galaxy (LRG), $RK$-extremely red object (ERO), distant red galaxy (DRG) selections. At $z > 2$, identifying galaxy populations is primarily reliant on the Lyman-break galaxy (LBG; e.g. Madau et al. 1996; Steidel et al. 1996, 1999) and the Ly$\alpha$ emitter (LAE; e.g. Cowie & Hu 1998; Gawiser et al. 2006, 2007; Ouchi et al. 2008) selections.

In particular, the Lyman-break technique has proven highly successful in surveying the $z > 2$ Universe. The LBGs represent a large population of star-forming galaxies in the high-redshift Universe. In comparison to LAEs, the LBG selection offers the advantage of both a contiguous and broader range of redshifts, whilst the typically brighter apparent magnitudes of LBGs mean that it is possible to obtain much more detailed information on stellar populations for individual objects, and also to measure a range of interstellar absorption features in rest-frame ultraviolet (UV) spectra.

Steidel et al. (2003) presented a large survey of LBGs in the redshift range 2.5 < $z$ < 3.5, identifying $\approx 800$ such galaxies based on spectroscopic observations using the Keck I telescope. Adelberger et al. (2003) used this sample to measure the autocorrelation of the LBGs for comparison to the cross-correlation between LBGs and gas as traced by the H$\alpha$ and C$^+$ absorption features in quasar sightlines. They fit the autocorrelation function with a simple power law and reported a clustering length for the galaxies of $r_0 = 3.96 h^{-1}$ Mpc (with a slope of $\gamma = 1.55$).

Adelberger et al. (2005a) continued from the previous work, presenting an analysis of the clustering properties of galaxies selected photometrically with three different methods including the LBG method. Based on both photometric and spectroscopic samples they found a clustering length of $r_0 = 4.0 h^{-1}$ Mpc and slope of $\gamma = 1.6$, consistent with the previous Keck analyses. Comparison to numerical simulations suggested that such clustering properties were consistent with the LBGs residing in dark matter (DM) haloes with average masses of $10^{11.2-11.8} M_\odot$, concluding that the typical LBG will have evolved into an elliptical galaxy at $z = 0$ and will have an early-type stellar population by $z \sim 1$. This was however contradicted by Conroy et al. (2008) and Bielby et al. (2011, hereafter Paper I), both of whom showed that the clustering evolution of the LBG population may be more complicated, but is likely to produce typical $L^*$ galaxies at $z \sim 0$. Interestingly, this is well complemented by the findings of Quadri et al. (2007, 2008) who show that optically faint/K-band bright galaxies at $z \sim 2-3.5$ are far more highly clustered than the optically bright LBG population, and hence suggest that it is this optically faint population missed by the LBG selection that evolves into the massive elliptical population at $z \sim 0$. Other observations show consistent measurements of the halo masses in which LBGs reside (e.g. Foucaud et al. 2003; Hildebrandt et al. 2009; Savoy et al. 2011; Jose et al. 2012; Trainor & Steidel 2012). Similarly, the complexity of the evolutionary track of LBGs is supported by recent simulations. For example, González et al. (2012) find that LBGs can be successfully simulated as starbursts triggered by minor mergers, with host halo masses of $\sim 3 \times 10^{11} h^{-1} M_\odot$. These are marginally preferentially disc-dominated systems at $z \sim 3$ that evolve into Milky Way mass galaxies with 50:50 bulge-disc-dominated systems.

Taking the galaxy clustering measurements, it is possible to measure the large-scale dynamics of the galaxy population through redshift-space distortions. For instance, da Ángela, Outram & Shanks (2005b) took the Steidel et al. (2003) Keck spectroscopic sample and used the clustering properties of the LBG population to constrain the cosmological density parameter, $\Omega_m$, and the bulk motion properties of the large-scale structure at $z \approx 3$. By measuring the 2D clustering of the galaxy distribution, they placed constraints on the infall parameter of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.25^{+0.05}_{-0.06}$ and on the mass density of $\Omega_m(z = 0) = 0.55^{+0.10}_{-0.08}$. However, the small fields of view available from the Steidel et al. (2003) survey meant the authors could not solve for both the bulk motion and the velocity dispersion, which are degenerate, severely limiting the scope of the results. Paper I improved on these results by combining the data with first galaxy sample from the VLT LBG Redshift Survey (VLRS). By adding $\approx 1000$ galaxies to the $z \approx 3$ sample of Steidel et al. (2003) data across much larger fields, they measured the clustering and dynamics of the $z \approx 3$ LBG population. With the wider fields available, Paper I was able to begin to probe both the small-scale peculiar velocity field and the large-scale bulk motion field. The authors showed that the redshift-space distortions of the $z \sim 3$ galaxy population are well fit by a model with an infall parameter of $\beta = 0.48 \pm 0.17$, which they went on to show is consistent with the standard $\Lambda$CDM cosmology. This was similar to a number of other works performed based on redshift distortions at lower redshifts, for example Tegmark et al. (2006), Ross et al. (2007), Guzzo et al. (2008) and Song & Percival (2009), where constraints have been placed on the growth of structure. However, few constraints on this important cosmological measure are available at redshift of $z \gtrsim 1$.

In this paper, we add to the previous results of the VLRS presented in Paper I, Crichton et al. (2011, hereafter Paper II) and Shanks, Bielby & Infante (2011). We present new spectroscopic LBG data obtained using the Very Large Telescope (VLT) Visible Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS) instrument, more than doubling both the area covered and the number of spectroscopically confirmed galaxies in the survey. We use the updated survey to measure the clustering and dynamical properties of the $z \sim 3$ LBG population. Throughout this paper, we use a cosmology given by $H_0 = 70$ km s$^{-1}$ Mpc$^{-1}$, $\Omega_m = 0.3$, $\Omega_\Lambda = 0.7$ and $\sigma_8 = 0.8$. In addition distances are quoted in comoving coordinates in units of $h^{-1}$ Mpc unless otherwise stated.
2 OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Survey overview

In order to facilitate an investigation of how \( z \approx 3 \) galaxies interact with gas in the intergalactic medium (IGM), the survey comprises observations of several target fields centred on bright \( z > 3 \) quasars, since features in the quasi-stellar object (QSO) spectra can provide information on the local IGM. Paper I presented the first five fields of the survey, centred on the following quasars: Q0042−2627 (\( z = 3.29 \)), J0124+0044 (\( z = 3.84 \)), HE 0940−1050 (\( z = 3.05 \)), J1201+0116 (\( z = 3.23 \)) and PKS 2126−158 (\( z = 3.28 \)), hereafter referred to by only the right ascension component of these names. A spectroscopic survey of each of these quasar fields was carried out with the VIMOS on the European Southern Observatory’s VLT in Chile (during the ESO periods 75–79). Each field consisted of four subfields (individual pointings with the VLT spectrograph), except for HE 0940 where only three subfields were available at the time of their publication. A VIMOS pointing has a field of view (FoV) of \( 16 \times 18 \) arcmin\(^2\) (see Section 2.4.1), therefore, each quasar field covered \( 32 \times 36 \) arcmin\(^2\), or \( 0.32 \) deg\(^2\), except for HE 0940 with which three subfields covered \( 0.24 \) deg\(^2\).

Building on this initial data set, we present the continuation of these observations since incorporating ESO periods 81 and 82. We have added a further six subfields to HE 0940, tripling its previous area, as well as observations of four new fields, around the quasars Q2359+0653 (\( z = 3.23 \)), Q0301−0035 (\( z = 3.23 \)), Q2231+0015 (\( z = 3.02 \)) and Q2348−011 (\( z = 3.02 \)), with four, four, three and nine subfields, respectively. Table 1 summarizes all the fields of the survey. This includes those presented by Paper I, covering 1.52 deg\(^2\), more than doubling the previous size.

2.2 Imaging

2.2.1 Observations and data reduction

The selection of \( z \approx 3 \) LBG candidates was performed using photometry from optical broad-band imaging. The imaging data for Q2359 and Q0301 were acquired with the Mosaic wide-field imager on the 4-m Mayall telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) in 2005 September. The Q231 data are from the Wide Field Camera on the 2.5-m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) on La Palma, and were observed in 2005 August. All of these observations were carried out in the \( U, B, r \) and \( R \) bands.

The Mosaic imager at KPNO consists of eight \( 2k \times 4k \) CCDs arranged into an \( 8k \times 8k \) square. With a plate scale of 0.26 arcsec pixel\(^{-1}\), this gives a FoV of \( 36 \times 36 \) arcmin\(^2\). There are 0.5–0.7 mm gaps between the chips, corresponding to gaps of 9–13 arcsec on-sky, so a dithering pattern was used during the observations to provide complete field coverage. \( U, B, r \) and \( R \) filters were used.

The Mosaic data were reduced using the <i>MSGRD</i> package in IRAF. The reduction process is described by Paper I, however, we briefly outline the procedure here. Initially a master bias frame is produced for each night’s observing. The dome flats and sky flats were then processed using the <i>CCDPROC</i> and <i>MSCPUPIL</i> routines, subtracting the bias and eliminating the faint 2600-pixel pupil image artefact. The object frames were processed similarly, subtracting the bias and pupil image and then were flat-fielded using the dome and sky flats. Bad pixels and cosmic rays were masked out of the science frames using the <i>CCDRED</i>, <i>CRPLUSHBMASK</i> and <i>FIP</i> software packages. Finally, the <i>SWARP</i> software package (Bertin et al. 2002) was used to resample and co-add the frames, producing a final science image.

The HE 0940 and Q2348 data were acquired with the MegaCam imager on the 3.6-m Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). HE 0940 was observed using the CFHT \( u^*, g', r', i' \) and \( z' \) bands in 2004 April as part of the observing run 2004A0F2 (PI: P. Petitjean), whilst Q2348 was observed in the \( u^*, g', r' \) and \( z' \) bands over the period 2004 August–December as part of the observing run 2004B0F3 (PI: P. Petitjean). Table 2 gives full details of all the imaging data. For this work we used pre-reduced individual exposures provided by the <i>ELIXIR</i> system at the CFHT Science Archive, which we then stacked using the <i>SCAMP</i> (Bertin 2006) and <i>SWARP</i> (Bertin et al. 2002) software packages.

The Wide Field Camera (WFCam) on the INT comprises four \( 2k \times 4k \) CCDs. These are arranged into a \( 6k \times 6k \) block with a \( 2k \times 2k \) square missing. With \( \approx 1 \)arcmin gaps between chips and a pixel scale of 0.33 arcsec pixel\(^{-1}\), WFCam has a total FoV of \( 34 \times 34 \) arcmin\(^2\) (0.32 deg\(^2\)), however, accounting for the incomplete coverage of the field, the total observing area is reduced to 0.28 deg\(^2\).

The WFCam observations of Q2231 were made using the RGO \( U, B \) and \( R \) filters. The RGO \( U \) filter has a central wavelength of 3581 Å and a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 638 Å, making it very similar to the \( U \)-band filter used at KPNO (centre 3552 Å, FWHM 631 Å). The \( B \)– and \( R \)-band filters were the same as at KPNO. Therefore, given that the filters are so similar, we will use the same \( UBR \) selection criteria when identifying LBG candidates in either the Mosaic or WFCam data sets.

Initial data reduction, including bias removal, flat-fielding and photometric calibration, was performed by the Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU). Astrometry calibration and exposure stacking was performed using the <i>SCAMP</i> and <i>SWARP</i> packages.

2.2.2 Filters

As described above, our observations incorporate two different filter combinations. We show both the Mosaic \( u^* g'r' \) and CTIO/KPNO
Table 2. Details of imaging observations for the LBG target fields presented in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2359</td>
<td>00:01:44.85</td>
<td>+07:11:56.0</td>
<td>Mosaic (KPNO)</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>24.76/25.18</td>
<td>2005 September 29–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>25.28/25.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>24.74/25.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q0301</td>
<td>03:03:45.27</td>
<td>−00:21:34.2</td>
<td>Mosaic (KPNO)</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>24.93/25.34</td>
<td>2009 September 29–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>25.51/26.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>24.59/25.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2231</td>
<td>22:34:28.00</td>
<td>+00:00:02.0</td>
<td>WFCam (INT)</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>25.08/25.52</td>
<td>2005 August 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>25.88/26.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>24.75/25.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE 0940</td>
<td>09:42:53.06</td>
<td>−11:02:56.9</td>
<td>MegaCam (CFHT)</td>
<td>u'</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>25.39/25.93</td>
<td>2004 April 14, 21–27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g'</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>25.54/26.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r'</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>25.08/25.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2348</td>
<td>23:50:57.90</td>
<td>−00:52:09.9</td>
<td>MegaCam (CFHT)</td>
<td>u'</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>25.97/26.62</td>
<td>2004 August 19–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g'</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>25.71/26.29</td>
<td>November 7–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r'</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>25.22/25.80</td>
<td>2004 December 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The transmission profiles for the filter combinations used at KPNO/CTIO (solid curves – UBR) and CFHT (dashed curves – ugr).

UBR filter profiles in Fig. 1. The MegaCAM filters have central wavelengths of 3740, 4870 and 6250 Å for the u′, g′ and r′ filters, respectively, whilst the CTIO/KPNO filters have central wavelengths of 3570, 4360 and 6440 Å for the U, B and R filters, respectively. These are both well suited to isolating the Lyman break in galaxies, however, the MegaCAM u′ and g′ filters are marginally redder than the Johnson–Cousins U and B filters.

Conversions from the MegaCAM filter set to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) filter set are given in the CFHT MegaCAM technical documentation, whilst conversions from the SDSS filter set to the Johnson–Cousins system are given by Fukugita et al. (1996). Combining these two sets of relations gives the following conversions between the two filter systems used in this work:

\[
(u' - g') = 1.05(U - B) + 1.10, \tag{1}
\]

\[
(g' - r') = 0.57(B - R) - 0.22. \tag{2}
\]

These relations are used throughout this paper where comparing the MegaCAM and Johnson–Cousins colours.

2.2.3 Photometry

Photometric zero-points for the imaging fields were determined from standard star observations carried out as part of each of the imaging runs. The standard star fields were reduced in the same way as the science frames to ensure consistency. Source detection in the science images was performed with SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996), using a 1.5σ detection threshold and a 5-pixel minimum size.

The \( U_{\text{Vega}}, B_{\text{Vega}} \) and \( R_{\text{Vega}} \) band galaxy number counts in the Q0301 (diamonds), Q2231 (triangles) and Q2359 (squares) LBG fields are shown in the top panels of Fig. 2. Stars were removed from these counts at magnitudes brighter than \( \approx 22 \) using a limit on the measured half-light radius of the sources. At fainter magnitudes, no attempt to remove stars from the counts was made, as the smallest extended sources become unresolved at the point spread function (PSF) of our fields at such magnitudes. We also show completeness estimates for each image in each field. These are estimated by placing simulated sources at random positions in a given image and measuring the fraction that is successfully extracted with SExtractor (using the same extraction parameters as used to create the full catalogues). In each case we estimate the completeness using both simulated point sources and extended sources, where the extended sources are modelled by a de Vaucouleurs \( r^{1/4} \) profile with a half-light radius of \( r_{1/2} = 0.3 \) arcsec. In both cases, the simulated source is convolved with the image PSF before being added to the observation.

The results of the completeness estimates for the \( UBR_{\text{Vega}} \) filter fields are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 2. The same symbols as the top panels are used for the different fields, whilst the dashed curves show the completeness estimates based on the extended sources and the solid curves show the completeness for the simulated point sources. The 50 per cent limits completion estimates (equivalent to \( \approx 3\sigma \) detection limits) are given in Table 2. Comparing the completeness measurements across the fields, the measurements are relatively consistent with the imaging in each field reaching comparable depths. We note that given the compact nature of the LBG targets, the point source completeness levels should be a good representation of the true completeness. As such all our fields reach depths of \( R > 25 \).

We show the galaxy number counts (top panels) and completeness estimates (lower panels) for the MegaCAM fields in Fig. 3. Again the symbols are consistent between top and lower panels with the diamonds showing the results for the HE 0940 field and the triangles showing the Q2348 field. As before, the solid lines in the lower panels show the completeness estimates for the point-like sources.
Figure 2. Upper panel: galaxy number counts in the U (left), B (middle) and R (right) band imaging for the fields Q0301 (diamonds), Q2231 (triangles) and Q2359 (squares). Lower panel: estimated completeness for each of the above bands based on simulated point sources (solid lines) and Vaucouleurs profile sources (dashed lines).

Figure 3. Number counts (top) and completeness estimates (bottom) in the u (left), g (middle) and r (right) bands from the MegaCAM imaging on the HE 0940−1050 and Q2348−011 fields.
and the dashed lines show the same for the extended sources (which use the same de Vaucouleurs profile as used for the UBR Vega fields). Comparing the two fields to each other, the depths reached are comparable in each band, although the HE 0940 is marginally less deep in the $u$ band by $\approx 0.5$ mag.

2.3 Candidate selection

2.3.1 UBR selection

In the Q2359, Q0301 and Q2231 fields, we selected LBG candidates based on their $U$, $B$ and $R$ photometry. The criteria used were the same as those used by Paper I, which are based on those of Steidel et al. (2003). There are four groups to the selection, designated LBG PRI1, LBG PRI2, LBG PRI3 and LBG DROP and defined as follows:

LBG PRI1

(i) $23 < R \leq 25$;
(ii) $0.5 < (U - B) < 4.0$;
(iii) $(B - R) < 0.8(U - B) + 0.6$;
(iv) $(B - R) < 2.2$.

LBG PRI2

(i) $23 < R \leq 25$;
(ii) $(U - B) > 0.0$;
(iii) $(B - R) < 0.8(U - B) + 0.8$;
(iv) $-1 < (B - R) < 2.7$;
(v) $\not\in$ LBG PRI1.

LBG PRI3

(i) $23 < R \leq 25$;
(ii) $-0.5 < (U - B) < 0.0$;
(iii) $-1.0 < (B - R) < 0.8(U - B) + 0.6$;
(iv) $\not\in \{LBG PRI1, LBG PRI2\}$.

LBG DROP

(i) $23 < R \leq 25$;
(ii) $0.5 < (B - R) < 2.2$;
(iii) No detection in $U$.

The first three groups represent an order of priority – that is, LBG PRI1 candidates are considered more likely to be $z \approx 3$ LBGs than e.g. LBG PRI3 candidates. This is because whereas LBG PRI1 tends to select outliers in the UBR colour–colour plot, the lower priority groups select objects increasingly close to the colour region populated by stars and lower redshift galaxies, and therefore suffer from increased contamination from lower redshift interlopers.

The fourth group is somewhat separate, being for galaxies which are not detected in the $U$ band. Such sources may be excellent LBG candidates, since it may be that the presence of the Lyman limit in the $U$ band has made the galaxy extremely faint in this band, such that it ‘drops out’ below the magnitude limit. However, the LBG DROP population is also likely to suffer from contamination, in this case because objects with no counterpart in one of the three bands have a higher chance of being spurious sources.

Figs 4–6 show UBR colour–colour plots for Q2359, Q0301 and Q2231, respectively. In each plot, the LBG PRI1, LBG PRI2, LBG PRI3 and LBG DROP candidates are indicated. A model colour–redshift track is also plotted, showing the expected evolutionary path of a star-forming galaxy from $z = 0$ to 4. This was produced using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) model, assuming a Chabrier IMF and an exponential star formation rate (SFR) with e-folding time $\tau = 9$ Gyr. The model indicates that our selection criteria (across all the priority groups) are predicted to isolate galaxies in the range $\approx 2.5 < z < 3.8$. It also suggests that, of the sources that are confirmed as high-redshift LBGs, the LBG PRI3s should typically be at a lower redshift than the LBG PRI2s, which in turn should be at lower redshift than the LBG PRI1s. Paper I noted that this trend was detected in their LBG sample.
2.3.2 ugr selection

In HE 0940 and Q2348, LBG candidates were selected based on ugr photometry. We have therefore adapted the criteria outlined above to account for the different colour bands. Again candidates were selected as either LBG_PRI1, LBG_PRI2, LBG_PRI3 or LBG_DROP, defined as follows:

**LBG_PRI1**

(i) $23 < r \leq 25$;
(ii) $1.4 < (u - g) < 4.0$;
(iii) $-0.36 < (g - r) < 0.96$;
(iv) $(g - r) < (u - g) - 1.88$.

**LBG_PRI2**

(i) $23 < r \leq 25$;
(ii) $(u - g) > 1.0$;
(iii) $-0.36 < (g - r) < 0.96$;
(iv) $(g - r) < (u - g) - 1.44$;
(v) $\not\in$ LBG_PRI1.

**LBG_PRI3**

(i) $23 < r \leq 25$;
(ii) $(g - r) < (u - g) - 0.7$;
(iii) $-0.45 < (g - r) < 0.2(u - g) + 0.1$;
(iv) $\not\in \{$ LBG_PRI1,$ $LBG_PRI2$ $\}$.

**LBG_DROP**

(i) $23 < r \leq 25$;
(ii) $-0.36 < (g - r) < 0.96$;
(iii) No detection in $u$.

Figs 7 and 8 show the resulting candidates on ugr colour–colour plots, and Table 3 gives the numbers and sky densities of candidates in all five LBG fields.

2.3.3 Comparing the LBG selections

The UBR and ugr selections have been developed to mimic the LBG selection of Steidel et al. (2003) and the BX selection of Adelberger et al. (2004). However, given the different sets of filters, the selection functions used here may not perfectly reproduce the original selections. For reference we show the selection functions used here overlayed on the original LBG and BX selections (transformed to the Vega UBR system using the relations given by Steidel & Hamilton 1993) in Fig. 9. The CTIO/KPNO filter and CFHT MegaCam filter (transformed to UBR using the relations given on the CFHT
Table 3. Numbers and sky densities of $z \approx 3$ LBG candidates in each of the fields. For each priority class, the first column shows the total number of candidates selected and the second, italicized column shows the density in arcmin$^{-2}$. The last two columns show the figures for all $z \approx 3$ LBG candidates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>LBG_PRI1</th>
<th>LBG_PRI2</th>
<th>LBG_PRI3</th>
<th>LBG_DROP</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2359+0653</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>3813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q0301–0035</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>5565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2231+0015</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>2634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE 0940–1050</td>
<td>2657</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>1358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2348–011</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>1012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Comparison of the UBR and agr selections compared to the original Steidel et al. (2003, green and yellow filled regions) LBG and Adelberger et al. (2004, cyan filled region) BX $U_r GR$ selections. All three are presented in the Vega UBR system.

2.4 Spectroscopy

2.4.1 Observations

The LBG candidates were targeted in spectroscopic follow-up observations with the VLT VIMOS spectrograph between 2008 September and 2009 December, with programme IDs 081.A-0418(B) (Q2231), 081.A-0418(D) (Q2359), 081.A-0418(F) (Q0301), 082.A-0494(B) (HE 0940) and 082.A-0494(D) (Q2348). The observations were done during dark time in generally good conditions with a typical seeing of $\approx 1$ arcsec and an airmass of 1.0–1.3. Table 4 gives details of all the fields observed.

The VIMOS instrument (Le Fèvre et al. 2003) comprises four separate CCDs, each with a FoV of $7 \times 8$ arcmin$^2$. These four arms are arranged in a $2 \times 2$ grid with a $\approx 2$ arcsec gap between each CCD, giving a total $16 \times 18$ arcmin$^2$ FoV as quoted previously. Of this 288 arcmin$^2$ field, 224 arcmin$^2$ is covered by the detector.

Our observations utilized the low-resolution blue (LR_Blue) grism and the order sorting blue (OS_Blue) filter, resulting in a wavelength range of 3700–6700 Å, blazing at $\approx 40000$ Å. This wavelength range is ideal for our survey, detecting the Ly$\alpha$ line at $2.0 < z < 4.5$. The resolving power of the spectrograph in this configuration is $R = 180$ assuming a 1-arcsec slit (as used in these observations), which gives a resolution element of $\Delta \lambda \approx 22$ Å at the blaze wavelength. The spectral dispersion is 5.3 Å pixel$^{-1}$.

The slit masks were designed using the VMIPS software which is standard for VIMOS observations. The aims for mask design are (a) to maximize the number of observed targets, (b) to favour higher priority targets and (c) to ensure slits are of sufficient size to allow a robust sky subtraction. Since these aims are frequently in conflict with one another, the mask design process is one of attempting to optimize the observations to satisfy all three as much as possible. Point (c) is addressed by setting a minimum slit length of 8 arcsec (40 pixels given the pixel scale of 0.205 arcsec pixel$^{-1}$). Slit length was increased as much as possible where such an increase would not prevent the observation of an additional target – that is, where it did not conflict with point (a). Finally, in order to optimize slit allocation, some targets were added to fill gaps that fulfilled the given selection criteria, but with fainter $R$ magnitudes down to a limit of $R = 25.5$.

With the LR_Blue grism, each spectrum spans 640 pixels along the dispersion axis. Assuming a 40 pixels slit width as specified above, this would allow for a possible total of over 300 slits on the full $4k \times 2k$ detector. This is however not practically achievable given the density of LBG candidates, and is hampered further by

The spectroscopic data have all been reduced using the VIMOS code.

**2.4 Data reduction**

The spectroscopic data have all been reduced using the VIMOS reduction pipeline. Using bias frames, flat-fields and arc lamp exposures taken for each mask during each observing run, the pipeline generates bias-subtracted, flat-fielded, wavelength-calibrated science frames consisting of a series of 2D spectra. Following Paper I we use the IMCOMBINE routine in *IRAF* to combine the reduced frames from each observing block, generating a master science frame for each quadrant of each field. When combining the frames we use the CRREJECT mode, designed to remove cosmic rays by rejecting pixels with significant positive spikes. We have also used the AVGSCI2LP rejection mode with a rejection threshold of 3 times the standard deviation.

Every source targeted for spectroscopic observation is inspected visually, in both the 2D and 1D spectra, to determine where possible redshift and classification. Sources are classified as either high-confidence QSOs or Galactic stars. The LBGs are divided into those showing Lyα emission (designated LBe) and those showing Lyα absorption (LBa). QSOs are determined by the presence of typical active galactic nucleus (AGN) emission features, in particular Lyα and C iv. Stars are classified by comparison to template spectra: in particular we check for A, F, G, K and M stars.

In determining the redshift and classification the spectral feature primarily used in the case of LBGs is the Lyα emission/absorption line at 1216 Å; for lower redshift galaxies it is the [O iii] emission line at 3727 Å. In addition to these, some of the following features are used.

- **(i)** Lyman limit, 912 Å;
- **(ii)** Lyβ emission/absorption, 1026 Å;
- **(iii)** O vi 1032 Å, 1038 Å;
- **(iv)** Lyα forest, <1215.67 Å;
- **(v)** Lyα emission/absorption, 1215.67 Å;
- **(vi)** interstellar medium (ISM) absorption lines:
  - Si ii 1260.4 Å;
For low-$z$ galaxies:

(i) CN absorption 3833 Å;
(ii) $K$-band absorption 3934 Å;
(iii) HK break 4000 Å;
(iv) Hδ emission/absorption 4102 Å;
(v) Hβ emission/absorption 4861 Å;
(vi) OIII emission 4959 Å;
(vii) OII emission 5007 Å.

The presence of the HK break causes these interlopers to appear fairly frequently in our spectroscopic samples, since these features mimic the Lyman break on which our selection is based. The ISM absorption features listed above for LBGs are therefore of considerable importance in identifying genuine $z \approx 3$ galaxies. For every target which is identified, we assign a quality parameter to the redshift determined, in the range $0 \leq Q \leq 1$. A quality of $Q \geq 0.4$ indicates that a possible redshift has been determined, but is not considered a robust measurement. Above this, for LBGs, the quality parameters indicate that the redshift is based on the following features.

(i) $Q = 0.5$ – a spectral break with some weak Lyα emission/absorption and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ISM absorption features, or strong Lyα emission but with no detected continuum.
(ii) $Q = 0.6$ – a spectral break with high-SNR Lyα emission/absorption plus low-SNR ISM absorption features.
(iii) $Q = 0.7$ – a spectral break with high-SNR Lyα emission/absorption plus unambiguous, high-SNR ISM absorption features.
(iv) $Q = 0.8$ – a spectral break with high-SNR Lyα emission/absorption plus high-SNR absorption and lower SNR emission lines (e.g. Si II 1265 Å, 1309 Å; He I 1640 Å).
(v) $Q = 0.9$ – as for $Q = 0.8$, but reserved for highest SNR objects only.

2.6 LBG sample

2.6.1 Sky densities, redshift distributions and completeness

In total, the VLRS now consists of 2135 spectroscopically confirmed LBGs in $\approx 10^4$ arcmin$^2$ (a density of $\approx 0.2$ arcmin$^{-2}$). 1994 of these are within a magnitude limit of $R \leq 25$, whilst the remainder form a non-uniform sample of $25 < R \leq 25.5$ LBGs that were observed as part of optimizing slit allocations in the spectroscopic observations. We show the sky distribution of LBGs from both Paper I (open grey circles) and this paper (filled black circles) for all nine VLRS fields in Fig. 10. Known QSOs in the fields are also plotted (cyan stars). We present examples of the first six LBGs in each of the fields in Tables 5–9. The full tables will be made available online at http://star-www.dur.ac.uk/~bielby/vlrs. The total numbers of $R \leq 25$, $Q \geq 0.5$ sources identified in each of the five fields presented here are given in Table 10.

For the $z > 2$ sample, the VLRS now consists of 944 $Q = 0.5$, 492 $Q = 0.6$, 318 $Q = 0.7$, 147 $Q = 0.8$ and 93 $Q = 0.9$ galaxies at a magnitude limit of $R \leq 25$.

Fig. 11 shows the $n(z)$ distributions of all sources with measured redshifts in each of the five LBG fields. The figure shows that LBGs in HE 0940 and Q2348, where LBGs were selected in $ugr$, have higher average redshifts than in the $UBR$-selected fields, suggesting that the $ugr$ criteria bias the selection towards higher $z$. It is also notable from Table 10 that the $ugr$ selection appears to include more Galactic stars. Future $ugr$-selected LBG surveys may wish to alter our colour criteria to better avoid stellar interlopers.

Fig. 11 also shows $n(z)$ for the subsets of sources with $Q \geq 0.6$ and $Q \geq 0.7$. We note that in any given field, the distributions of sources at $Q \geq 0.5$, $Q \geq 0.6$ or $Q \geq 0.7$ are approximately the same – the LBGs with higher ID qualities are not skewed to lower or higher redshift, for example – suggesting that the redshift distributions shown are fairly robust. The average redshifts and standard deviations are given in Table 11. The redshift distribution of the full LBG sample has a mean redshift of $2.79 \pm 0.01$ and a standard deviation of 0.34, and is shown in the lower right-hand panel of Fig. 11.

Fig. 12 shows, as anticipated in Section 2.3, that candidates selected as $LBG_{PRI1}$ lie at higher redshift than the $LBG_{PRI2}$ candidates, which are in turn at higher redshift than $LBG_{PRI3}$. Quantitatively, we find that the $LBG_{PRI1}$ sample have a mean redshift of $\bar{z} = 2.83 \pm 0.02$, the $LBG_{PRI2}$ have $\bar{z} = 2.71 \pm 0.02$ and the $LBG_{PRI3}$ have $\bar{z} = 2.61 \pm 0.02$. The $LBG_{DROP}$ candidates are shown in a separate panel for clarity, and have the highest mean redshift of all the groups, with $\bar{z} = 2.93 \pm 0.02$.

In total, for the $R \leq 25$ targets, we make successful identifications in $\approx 30$ per cent of VIMOS slits and of those identified, 62 per cent are identified as $z > 2$ galaxies. In terms of the unidentified fraction, these are likely predominantly faint $z > 2$ galaxies (most likely dominated by dusty, absorbed galaxies with no Lyα emission) and relatively featureless $1 \leq z \leq 2$ galaxies. We note that the 38 per cent contamination rate is somewhat higher than that quoted for the Steidel et al. (2003) and subsequent samples. This is in part likely the result of the shallower depths and differing filters used in the colour selections. Additionally, following the results of other authors (e.g. Reddy et al. 2008), it is likely that the faint population that has avoided identification in our observations is less prone to contamination and as such likely has a higher percentage of $z \sim 3$ galaxies than the 62 per cent measured for the sample in which we could successfully identify spectral features.

Breaking the contamination level into the different selections, we find that the $LBG_{PRI1}$, $LBG_{PRI2}$, $LBG_{PRI3}$ and $LBG_{DROP}$ samples have contamination rates of 32.5, 35.6, 38.2 and 40.3 per cent, respectively. Based on these recovered levels of contamination (and making the simplifying assumption that this applies to the faint unidentified spectroscopic sample), gives an average sky density across our fields of $\approx 1.8$ arcmin$^{-2}$ for all samples and $\approx 1.3$ arcmin$^{-2}$ excluding the $LBG_{PRI3}$ sample. Based on the volumes probed and the redshift distribution, these sky densities correspond to sky densities of $\approx 4.0 \times 10^4$ Mpc$^{-3}$.
Figure 10. Sky distribution of LBGs and QSOs in the VLRS fields. Grey open circles show LBGs presented in Paper I, black filled circles show LBGs identified in the current work and cyan stars show known QSOs.

Table 5. Example LBG identifications in the Q2359+0653.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>RA (J2000)</th>
<th>Dec.</th>
<th>U - B</th>
<th>B - R</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>( z_{Ly\alpha} )</th>
<th>( z_{ISM} )</th>
<th>( \Delta z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VLRS J000139.85+070221.66</td>
<td>0.4160563</td>
<td>7.0393505</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>23.5500</td>
<td>2.4762</td>
<td>2.4682</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLRS J000133.54+070127.57</td>
<td>0.3897395</td>
<td>7.0243263</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>25.3600</td>
<td>2.5707</td>
<td>2.5603</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLRS J000118.84+070106.55</td>
<td>0.3285175</td>
<td>7.0184855</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>23.8900</td>
<td>3.0374</td>
<td>3.0294</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLRS J000131.05+070106.56</td>
<td>0.3793770</td>
<td>7.0184898</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>25.3900</td>
<td>2.7910</td>
<td>2.7967</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLRS J000141.27+070106.35</td>
<td>0.4219468</td>
<td>7.0184293</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>24.3800</td>
<td>2.6508</td>
<td>2.6428</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLRS J000140.69+070044.11</td>
<td>0.4195270</td>
<td>7.0122533</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>23.7800</td>
<td>2.8162</td>
<td>2.8082</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Paper I, we estimated the errors on the LBG redshifts using simulated spectra. Here, we extend the investigation into the redshift errors in our survey by using duplicate redshift measurements. The fields presented here, particularly Q2348, were designed with overlapping regions and consequently there are some LBG candidates which were observed in more than one mask. In cases where these duplicated targets are confirmed as LBGs, this provides two independent redshift measurements for the same LBG, and thus a direct observational test of the redshift measurement accuracy.

Fig. 13 shows the \( \Delta z \) distribution for the LBGs with duplicate observations, where \( \Delta z = |z_1 - z_2| \) is the difference between the two redshift measurements. A total of 20 objects were classified as LBGs in two separate observations; of these, Fig. 13 indicates that 16 had fairly small errors of \( \Delta z < 0.02 \) (of which 13 had very small errors of \( \Delta z < 0.005 \)), while four had considerably larger errors. In addition to these 20 objects, we have also searched a region of our Q0301 field which overlaps with Steidel et al. (2003) survey for any LBGs which were identified in both surveys: we find three such objects, and the redshift differences for these galaxies are also indicated in Fig. 13.

The standard deviation of the 20 \( \Delta z \) values measured for duplicate observations in our survey is \( \sigma = 0.036 \), corresponding to a velocity...
error of \( \approx 2800 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) assuming a redshift of \( z = 2.8 \), the sample mean. However, this misrepresents the true error in our redshift measurements, since it is skewed by the four sources with very high \( \Delta z \). These four values do not represent redshift measurement errors, rather catastrophic outliers. In the cases where we find large \( \Delta z \) values, the error does not arise due to uncertainty in the peak wavelength, but in uncertainty over which spectral feature is actually \( \text{Ly}_\alpha \). In these cases, different spectral features have been identified as \( \text{Ly}_\alpha \), leading to large \( \Delta z \). These are therefore better characterized as identification errors, in that two different solutions have been reached in the two observations.

For the 16 duplicated targets shown in Fig. 13(b), the same feature has been identified as \( \text{Ly}_\alpha \) and therefore the \( \Delta z \) for these objects gives an indication of the measurement error. The standard deviation for these objects is \( \sigma = 0.005 \), corresponding to \( \Delta z \approx 380 \text{ km s}^{-1} \).

The suggestion, therefore, is that \( \approx 80 \text{ per cent of our LBGs have redshift measurement errors of} \Delta v \lesssim 400 \text{ km s}^{-1} \), while the other 20 per cent may have larger errors. This problem, however,
Table 10. Numbers of objects in each target field spectroscopically identified at $Q \geq 0.5$ and $R \leq 25$ as either high-$z$ LBGs, $z < 2$ galaxies, AGN/QSOs, stars or unidentified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>$z \approx 3$ LBGs</th>
<th>$z &lt; 2$ galaxies</th>
<th>QSO/AGN</th>
<th>Stars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2359</td>
<td>143 (0.18 arcmin$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q0301</td>
<td>164 (0.21 arcmin$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2231</td>
<td>108 (0.18 arcmin$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE 0940</td>
<td>358 (0.30 arcmin$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2348</td>
<td>303 (0.17 arcmin$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1076 (0.21 arcmin$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Redshift distributions of identified sources in each of the target fields (first five panels) and for the whole sample of 1994 $R \leq 25$ galaxies (bottom right-hand panel). In each panel we show the distribution for the full sample ($Q \geq 0.5$), as well as for the $Q \geq 0.6$ (hashed) and $Q \geq 0.7$ (filled) subsets, where $Q$ is the redshift quality parameter. In the final panel, we also show the redshift distribution of the Steidel et al. (2003) galaxies used in this work (dashed red line).

Table 11. Redshift distribution statistics for spectroscopically confirmed, $R \leq 25$, $Q \geq 0.5$ LBGs in the five observed fields. In each case the mean redshift $\bar{z}$ (with standard error), median redshift $\tilde{z}$ and standard deviation $\sigma$ of the distribution is given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>$\bar{z}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{z}$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2359</td>
<td>2.81 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q0301</td>
<td>2.64 $\pm$ 0.02</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2231</td>
<td>2.68 $\pm$ 0.03</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE 0940</td>
<td>2.79 $\pm$ 0.02</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2348</td>
<td>2.90 $\pm$ 0.02</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2.79 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Redshift distribution of all identified sources our five target fields, separated by initial candidate priority. Panel (a) shows the LBG PR1, LBG PR2 and LBG PR3 classes, while the LBG DROPs are shown separately in panel (b) for clarity. Colours are as in Figs 4–7.

Figure 13. The distribution of redshift measurement errors, $\Delta z$, calculated using the LBGs which were observed twice in our survey and therefore have two independent redshift measurements. In panel (a) we show the full distribution, in panel (b) a close-up of the distribution at $z < 0.025$. Overplotted as a hashed histogram in panel (a) are the $\Delta z$ values for three sources in our survey which had a redshift in the survey of Steidel et al. (2003). Disproportionately affects sources with an ID quality parameter $Q = 0.5$: of the four sources with large $\Delta z$, one was given a quality factor of 0.5 for both redshift measurements, while the other three have one measurement with $Q = 0.5$ and another with $Q = 0.6$; in the latter cases the $Q = 0.6$ measurement is fairly robust while the $Q = 0.5$ measurement is less reliable. Therefore, the LBGs which may suffer from large errors can be excluded by removing the $Q = 0.5$ LBGs from the sample.

2.7.1 Composite spectra

We have calculated composite spectra using the $z > 2$ VIMOS low-resolution galaxy data. The composite spectra were generated by
averaging over the spectra after having corrected the spectra for the instrument response and having masked skylines. In addition, each individual spectrum is normalized by its median flux in the rest-frame wavelength range $1250 \leq \lambda \leq 1450$ Å before being combined to form the composite.

In Fig. 14 we show stacked spectra for the LBGs, separated into those showing Ly$\alpha$ in emission (lower panel) and in absorption (upper panel). These stacked spectra show the average UV spectral energy distribution (SED) of a $z \approx 3$ LBG with excellent SNR, and the quality of these spectra provide an indication of the robustness of our LBG identifications.

In Fig. 15, we show three separate composite spectra for sources classed as LBe’s with quality IDs of $Q = 0.5$, $Q = 0.6$ and $Q \geq 0.7$. These spectra reflect the quality criteria set out in Section 2.5 well, with increasing quality spectra clearly showing increasingly high SNR in both Ly$\alpha$ emission and ISM absorption features. In addition, the strength of the absorption features in the spectra appears to be systematically weaker with lower $Q$. This is likely the result of the lower SNR of the lower $Q$ identifications.

Finally, we note that some potential flux is observed at wavelengths below the Lyman limit, however, even after stacking, the signal is subject to significant noise. Further analysis on the escape fraction may be possible using this data, but is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.7.2 Quasars and AGN

We have identified 33 $z > 1.5$ AGN and QSOs in our spectroscopic sample, which we present here as part of the VLRS catalogue. They have been identified by the presence of strong Ly$\alpha$, C$\text{IV}$ and C$\text{III}$+$\text{Si}\text{III}$ emission lines as well as the generally weaker lines of O$\text{VI}$, N$\text{V}$ and Si$\text{IV}$. Their spectra are shown in Fig. 16. The above emission lines are indicated in each panel of Fig. 16.

Several other emission lines are detected in some of the QSO spectra but are not marked in the figure. Ly$\beta$ $\lambda 1026$ is clearly seen in panel (e), where it may be asymmetrically broadened to longer wavelengths by the presence of relatively weak O$\text{VI}$ $\lambda 1035$. Panel (p) shows an emission line peaking at 1029 Å, likely suggesting a blend between Ly$\beta$ and O$\text{VI}$.

3 CLUSTERING OF $z \approx 3$ LBGs

We now analyse the clustering of the $z \approx 3$ LBGs. As well as offering insights into the growth and evolution of structure in the Universe, we aim to measure the dynamics of the $z \approx 3$ galaxy population, i.e. peculiar velocities and gravitational infall, to inform the analysis of the gas–galaxy relationship via LBG–Ly$\alpha$ forest cross-correlation (see Paper II).

We note that for the purposes of the clustering analysis we use the 1994 $R \leq 25$ VLRS sample (and place a limit of $R \leq 25.2$ on the Keck sample with which it is compared and combined). Aside from this magnitude cut, all galaxies with $Q \geq 0.5$ are included throughout this analysis. Taking the $R = 25.2$ limit for the Keck...
Figure 16. Rest-frame VIMOS spectra for the QSOs detected in the five fields presented. The $y$-axis scales differ from panel to panel, but the dotted line marks zero flux in each case. Dashed red lines indicate the wavelength of O\textsc{vi}, Ly\textalpha, N\textsc{v} and C\textsc{iv} emission. Gaps in the spectra indicate that an artefact has been masked out.
sample provides 815 galaxy redshifts within the Steidel et al. (2003) fields to combine with our VLRS sample.

In the analysis that follows, we measure the galaxy clustering as a function of galaxy–galaxy separation using the Landy–Szalay estimator:

$$\xi(x) = \frac{(DD(x)) - 2 \langle DR(x) \rangle + \langle RR(x) \rangle}{\langle RR(x) \rangle},$$

(3)

where \(\xi(x)\) is the clustering as a function of separation \(x\), \(DD(x)\) is the number of galaxy–galaxy pairs at that separation, \(DR(x)\) is the number of galaxy–random pairs and \(RR(x)\) is the number of random–random pairs. This is estimated using a random catalogue that consists of \(20 \times \) as many random points as data points and that covers an identical area. The redshift distribution of the random catalogue is set using a polynomial fit to the data.

We focus on fitting the autocorrelation function in the semi-projected, \(w_p(\sigma)\), and full 2D, \(\xi(\sigma, \pi)\), forms, where \(\sigma\) and \(\pi\) are the separation of two galaxies transverse and parallel to the line-of-sight. But we shall also study the LBG z-space correlation function, \(\xi(z)\), where the signal can be significantly higher at large scales.

For \(\xi(\sigma, \pi)\) in particular, we also consider the combined sample of the VLRS data with the Keck LBG data of Steidel et al. (2003). The Keck data offer higher sampling rates than the VLRS, but across smaller field sizes (\(\approx 8\) arcmin). This is illustrated in Fig. 18 where the solid black line shows the VLRS pair counts (DD) as a function of separation in the transverse direction, \(\sigma\) (left-hand panel), and the 3D separation, \(s = \sqrt{\sigma^2 + \pi^2}\) (right-hand panel). In both panels the Keck pair counts are shown by the dashed orange line. Fig. 18 shows that the VLRS pair counts in both the transverse and 3D distance are significantly higher than in the previous Keck sample at \(\sigma, s \gtrsim 10 h^{-1}\) Mpc.

On the validity of combining our own LBG sample with that of Steidel et al. (2003), we note that Steidel et al. (2003) used photometry with mean 1σ depths of \(\langle \sigma(U) \rangle = 28.3, \langle \sigma(G) \rangle = 28.6\) and \(\langle \sigma(R) \rangle = 28.0\), whilst their imposed \(\mathcal{R}\)-band limit was \(\mathcal{R} = 25.5\). Using the transformations of Steidel & Hamilton (1993), the Steidel et al. (2003) 1σ limits correspond to \(U = 27.55, B = 28.77\) and \(R = 27.86\) in the Vega system. Comparing this to the average depths across all the VLRS fields, we have mean 3σ depths of \(U = 25.8, B = 26.4\) and \(R = 25.9\), which equate to 1σ depths of \(U = 27.0, B = 27.6\) and \(R = 27.1\), approximately 1 mag fainter in each band than the Steidel et al. (2003) imaging data. However, given our limit of \(R = 25\) (and our imposed \(\mathcal{R} = 25.2\) for the Keck sample), the \(B - R\) (and \(G - \mathcal{R}\)) constraints on the selections, and the inclusion of galaxies with no \(U\) detection, the VLRS and Keck samples will be relatively equivalent in terms of the galaxies included.

It is clear, however, that the VLRS sample, although giving a close approximation of the Keck sample selections, is not a perfect replica of the Keck selection. Given the difference in the filters and the moderate difference in depths this was unlikely to ever be the case. The redshift distributions are relatively well matched, but (partially due to the addition of the LBG PRI selection) the VLRS sample is skewed somewhat to marginally lower redshifts (as illustrated in Fig. 11). Additionally, the sky and space densities are close but not perfectly matched, as are the \(R\)-band magnitude distributions as shown by Paper I. As a result, the UV luminosity functions will be similarly close but not perfectly matched. In combining the two samples we therefore note these differences and use the results of combining the samples with caution. However, it is beneficial to do so in order to help constrain the redshift-space distortion effects, which are an important element of further work incorporating the Lya forest to constrain the distribution of gas around these star-forming galaxies. Furthermore, it is difficult to perform these tests with either sample alone given the Keck sample’s small area coverage and the VLRS sample’s comparatively lower sampling rate. Therefore, although the combination is not ideal, it offers an indication of the impact of redshift-space distortions on the correlation functions that may be utilized in subsequent work.

### 3.1 Semiprojected correlation function, \(w_p(\sigma)\)

We first estimate the LBG clustering using the semiprojected correlation function, \(w_p(\sigma)\). This gives the clustering at fixed transverse separation, \(\sigma\), integrated over line-of-sight distance, \(\pi\), appropriately independent of the effect of peculiar velocities and is given by

$$w_p(\sigma) = 2 \int_0^\infty \xi(\sigma, \pi) d\pi,$$

(4)

where \(\xi(\sigma, \pi)\) is the 2D autocorrelation function. We integrate \(\xi(\sigma, \pi)\) over the range \(0 < \pi < \pi_{\text{max}}(\sigma)\), where \(\pi_{\text{max}}(\sigma)\) is given by the maximum of \(1000(1 + z)/H(z)\) and \(15\sigma\) at a given sky separation \(\sigma\) (consistent with Adelberger et al. 2003; da Ângela et al. 2005b).

In the calculation of \(w_p(\sigma)\), we make a correction for the effect of ‘slit collisions’, following Paper I. Any object observed with VIMOS takes up an area on the detector of at least \(40 \times 640\) pixels (Section 2.4.1), corresponding to \(8 \times 130\) arcsec² on-sky. Other candidates lying within this area can therefore not be observed (unless the area is revisited), and as a result, pairs of LBGs at small
separations are systematically missed by our survey. This effect will reduce the measured LBG autocorrelation at small separations. Paper I quantified this effect by comparing the angular autocorrelation function of photometrically selected LBG candidates and spectroscopically observed candidates. Using their result, we correct for this effect in our LBG survey by weighting DD pairs at $\theta < 8$ arcmin according to the weighting factor given by

$$W(\theta) = \frac{1}{1 - (0.0738 \theta^{-1.052})}, \quad (5)$$

where $\theta$ is the angular separation in arcmin.

In addition to the slit collision correction, a further correction — the integral constraint — is required to compensate for the effect of the limited field sizes. For this we follow the commonly used approach of using the random–random pair distributions, which have been constructed to match the survey geometry, to determine the magnitude of the integral constraint. This method has been well described by a number of authors (e.g. Groth & Peebles 1977; Peebles 1980; Roche et al. 1993; Baugh et al. 1996; Phleps et al. 2006), with Phleps et al. (2006) in particular providing a detailed discussion in relation to the projected correlation function, and we provide a brief description of the calculation here.

The measured correlation function is given by the true correlation function minus the integral constraint, $\mathcal{I}$:

$$w_m(\sigma) = w_0(\sigma) - \mathcal{I}. \quad (6)$$

Assuming a power law form for the real-space clustering, the true projected clustering is fit by

$$w_0(\sigma) = C r_0^\gamma \sigma^{1-\gamma}, \quad (7)$$

where $r_0$ is the real-space clustering length and $\gamma$ is the slope of the real-space clustering function, $\xi(r)$, which is characterized by a power law of the form

$$\xi(r) = \left(\frac{\Gamma(r)}{r}\right)^{\gamma}. \quad (8)$$

The factor $C$ is given by

$$C = \left(\frac{\Gamma\left(\frac{1}{\gamma}\right)}{\Gamma\left(\frac{2}{\gamma}-1\right)}\right). \quad (9)$$

where $\Gamma$ is the Gamma function. Given this framework, the integral constraint can be estimated from the mean of the random–random pair counts, $\langle RR \rangle$, and the slope of the correlation function, such that

$$\mathcal{I} = \frac{\Sigma \langle RR(\sigma) \rangle \sigma^{1-\gamma}}{\Sigma \langle RR(\sigma) \rangle}. \quad (10)$$

Quantifying errors on the autocorrelation function has been performed using Poissonian, jackknife and random realization error estimates. The Poisson errors are given by

$$\Delta \xi = \frac{(1 + \xi)}{\sqrt{DD}/2}. \quad (11)$$

The jackknife errors were computed by splitting the data into individual fields, with the large fields (i.e. HE 0940 and Q2348) being split into two fields each. We therefore have 11 different jackknife realizations with a single field (or half-field) being excluded in each realization.

The random realization error estimates incorporate 100 random catalogues with the same number of objects as the real data. We then calculate the correlation function using these random realizations to calculate the (DD) pairs and take the standard deviation of the results as the uncertainty on the measurement.
we estimated as $T_{wp} = 5.33$ and 7.18 for the VLRS and Keck data, respectively.

Based on this we estimate a clustering length of the entire VLRS sample of $r_0 = 3.46 \pm 0.41 h^{-1}$ Mpc (comoving) with a slope of $\gamma = 1.52 \pm 0.13$. The Keck result on its own gives a result of $r_0 = 3.98 \pm 0.32 h^{-1}$ Mpc with $\gamma = 1.58 \pm 0.13$, whilst the combined VLRS+Keck data gives $r_0 = 3.83 \pm 0.24 h^{-1}$ Mpc with a slope of $\gamma = 1.60 \pm 0.09$. These $r_0$ results are comparable to the clustering of star-forming galaxies at lower redshifts (e.g. Blake et al. 2009; Bielby et al. 2010).

Comparing to other measurements of the $z \approx 3$ LBG clustering length, Giavalisco & Dickinson (2001) measured $r_0 = 5.0 \pm 0.7 h^{-1}$ Mpc for $R_{AB} < 25$ LBGs, but for a relatively small number of galaxies ($\approx 400$). Building on that sample, Adelberger et al. (2003) measured $r_0 = 3.96 \pm 0.29 h^{-1}$ Mpc with a slope of $\gamma = 1.55 \pm 0.15$ at $R_{AB} < 25$. We note that with the same sample, but a different method, Adelberger et al. (2005a) found a higher clustering strength of $r_0 = 4.5 \pm 0.6 h^{-1}$ Mpc. Subsequently, Cooke et al. (2006) measured the clustering of $z \approx 3$ LBGs in fields around damped Ly$\alpha$ absorbers and found a lower clustering strength of $r_0 = 2.65 \pm 0.48 h^{-1}$ Mpc with a slope of $\gamma = 1.55 \pm 0.40$ at $R_{AB} < 25$, whilst Trainer & Steidel (2012) performed a similar measurement but around $z \sim 2.7$ QSOs (and with a galaxy sample incorporating a mixture of LBG and BX selections) and found a clustering length of $r_0 = 6.0 \pm 0.5 h^{-1}$ Mpc. Overall, our result appears consistent with other measurements, although marginally lower than the Giavalisco & Dickinson (2001) and Adelberger et al. (2003, 2005a) results, which are all based on the same – or a subset of the same – sample. As observed by some of the above authors, the LBG clustering lengths are generally somewhat smaller than those measured for the slightly lower redshift BM and BX selections.

The above estimates are based on spectroscopically confirmed samples and a number of clustering measurements exist based on photometric samples. For example Foucaud et al. (2003) measured $r_0 = 5.9 \pm 0.5 h^{-1}$ Mpc from the angular correlation function of $R_{AB} < 24.5$ LBGs from the Canada–France Deep Fields Survey (McCracken et al. 2001), a higher $r_0$ than the spectroscopic samples, but also a significantly brighter magnitude cut. Additionally, Adelberger et al. (2005a) measured $w(\theta)$ for photometrically selected LBGs and found $r_0 = 4.0 \pm 0.6 h^{-1}$ Mpc for $R \leq 25.5$ LBGs, consistent with our results. Hildebrandt et al. (2007) measured $r_0 = 4.8 \pm 0.3 h^{-1}$ Mpc for $22.5 < R_{Vega} < 25.5$ galaxies in the Garching–Bonn Deep Survey (GaBoDS) data. Subsequently, Hildebrandt et al. (2009) measured $r_0 = 4.25 \pm 0.13 h^{-1}$ Mpc for Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS) LBGs at $R_{AB} < 25$ and using photo-$z$ from HYPERZ (Bolzonella, Miralles & Pelló 2000). In general, the clustering measured from photometric samples appears to give somewhat larger clustering lengths than those obtained for the spectroscopic samples. As with our own sample, however, these selections are not perfect replicas of the original $U_{GGR}$-based selection and this may be part of the cause of this, perhaps resulting in subtle differences in the redshift or luminosity ranges.

3.2 2D autocorrelation function, $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$

As discussed above, integrating along the redshift/line-of-sight direction leaves the semiprojected correlation function, $w_p(\sigma)$, independent of the effects of galaxy peculiar motions. We now attempt to fit the full 2D correlation function, $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$, to retrieve the kinematics of the galaxy population and to make new estimates of $r_0$.

As before, we use the Landy–Szalay estimator to calculate the correlation function but now as a function of both transverse separation, $\sigma$, and line-of-sight separation, $\pi$. We use the same random catalogues matching the survey fields as used for the calculation of the projected correlation function. We again calculate the integral constraint for the data sets using the random catalogues via

$$I_\pi = \frac{\sum \langle RR(\sigma) \rangle \pi^\gamma}{\sum \langle RR(\sigma) \rangle}, \quad (12)$$

where $\pi = \sqrt{\sigma^2 + \pi^2}$. This gives values of $I_\pi = 0.024$ and 0.064 for the VLRS and Keck data samples, respectively.

Fig. 21 shows the result for the VLRS data (left-hand panel), which provides a greater handle on the large scale ($s \gtrsim 10 h^{-1}$ Mpc) clustering, the Keck data (right-hand panel), which provides greater sampling on small scales. Fig. 22 shows the VLRS and Keck results combined. In each case, $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ was calculated in linear $2 h^{-1}$ Mpc bins and subsequently smoothed with a FWHM of $2 h^{-1}$ Mpc.

For both the VLRS and Keck samples, we see the ‘finger-of-God’ effect at small $\sigma$ scales in which the clustering power is extended in the $\pi$ direction. This effect is a combination of galaxy peculiar velocities and measurement errors on the galaxy redshifts. In addition, in the VLRS a flattening of the clustering measurement at large scales is evident, which is caused by dynamical infall of galaxies.

We now fit models of the clustering to these results, initially assuming a single power law for $\xi(\sigma)$ and allowing $r_0$ and the kinematic parameters to vary. We take the $r_0$ and $\gamma$ estimates from the $w_p(\sigma)$ fit as the starting point in fitting the 2D clustering. The kinematics are characterized by two parameters: the velocity dispersion in the line of sight direction $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle}$ and the infall parameter, $\beta$. The model we use incorporating the galaxy kinematics is described in full by Hawkins et al. (2003) and Paper I. The model accounts for two key affects on the clustering statistics caused by galaxy motions. The first is the finger-of-God effect, which is constrained by the velocity dispersion and the second is the Kaiser effect (i.e. the coherent motion of galaxies on large scales), which is characterized by $\beta$. 

![Figure 21. The two-dimensional autocorrelation function, $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ results for the VLRS (left) and Keck (right) data samples individually. The shaded contour map and dashed contour lines show the measured $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ in each case.](https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/430/1/425/985442/1)
For the VLRS and the combined samples we fit over the range $1.0 \leq s \leq 25 \, h^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}$, whilst for the Keck data by itself we limit the fit to the scales $1.0 \leq s \leq 15 \, h^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}$ (note that the largest single field available in the Keck data is $\approx 15 \, h^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}$).

For the two samples individually, we find that it is difficult to place reasonable constraints on both the velocity dispersion and the infall together. With the VLRS data (over the range $1 \leq (\sigma, \pi) \leq 25 \, h^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}$), we find $\beta(z = 3) = 0.3^{+1.7}_{-0.3}$ and $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle} = 1700^{+2000}_{-400} \, \text{km s}^{-1}$, the low SNR on small scales limiting the fit accuracy. We experimented with adding a uniform error distribution out to $\pm 12,000 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$ to the Gaussian velocity dispersion (cf. Fig. 13) but this made little difference in the $\sigma, \pi$ range fitted. Fitting the Keck data gives best-fitting values of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.85^{+0.30}_{-0.33}$ and $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle} = 700 \pm 220 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$. We note that da Ângela et al. (2005b) performed a similar fit to the Keck data for $\beta(z = 3)$, but kept a constant velocity dispersion of $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle} = 400 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$, finding a value for the infall parameter of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.15^{+0.20}_{-0.15}$. By also setting the velocity dispersion to a value of $400 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$, we find that we retrieve a comparable result to da Ângela et al. (2005b), highlighting the degeneracy between the velocity dispersion and the infall parameter.

Ultimately, fitting the VLRS $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ is hindered by a lack of SNR on small scales, whilst the fit to the Keck data is hindered by the small size of the fields. We thus combine the two data sets and fit the full LBG sample in the same manner as with the individual samples. The fit is performed in the range $1 < s < 25 \, h^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}$ and we allow the velocity dispersion and the infall parameter to vary. The resulting fit gives a velocity dispersion of $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle} = 420^{+100}_{-140} \, \text{km s}^{-1}$ and an infall parameter of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.38 \pm 0.19$. We show the $\chi^2$ contours for the fit in the $\beta(z = 3) - \sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle}$ plane in Fig. 23 (the contours represent the 1$\sigma$, 2$\sigma$ and 3$\sigma$ confidence limits). From this figure, the degeneracy can be seen between $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle}$ and $\beta$, where increasing $\beta$ similarly increases the best-fitting velocity dispersion. The best-fitting results are plotted over the contour maps of the $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ measurements in Fig. 22 (dashed contours). As with the data, we see the finger-of-god and large-scale flattening effects in the fitted models.

For the VLRS and the combined samples we fit over the range $1.0 \leq s \leq 25 \, h^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}$, whilst for the Keck data by itself we limit the fit to the scales $1.0 \leq s \leq 15 \, h^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}$ (note that the largest single field available in the Keck data is $\approx 15 \, h^{-1}\,\text{Mpc}$).

Figure 22. The two-dimensional autocorrelation function, $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$, results for the VLRS sample (left) and the SNR on the result (right). The shaded contour map and dashed contour lines show the measured $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$, whilst the solid contour lines give the best-fitting model.

Figure 23. Fitting contours for peculiar velocity and bulk inflow based on the combined VLRS+Keck $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$. The best-fitting result is given by $\beta(z = 3) = 0.38 \pm 0.19$ and $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle} = 420^{+100}_{-140} \, \text{km s}^{-1}$.

3.3 Redshift-space correlation function, $\xi(s)$

In order to check the consistency of our measurements, we now compare the model fit obtained from $w_p(\sigma)$ and $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ to the measured redshift-space autocorrelation function $\xi(s)$. Again we use the Landy–Szalay estimator and quote errors based on Poisson estimates. The $\xi(s)$ results for the VLRS, Keck and combined LBG samples are shown in Fig. 24. We also plot the single power-law estimate of the intrinsic clustering from our fits to the VLT+Keck
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see that the VLRS does give reasonably accurate measurements for $25 < x < 100 h^{-1} \text{Mpc}$ and that the observed LBG $\xi(s)$ shows a $\approx 2.5\sigma$ excess over the LCDM model in this range. Even when the marginally smaller integral constraint for the LCDM model is assumed the discrepancy remains at $\approx 2\sigma$. We conclude that there is some evidence for an excess over the standard LCDM model but independent LBG data are needed to confirm this on the basis of the redshift-space correlation function. The statistical error on the LBG $w(\theta)$ from Paper I is smaller but the flat power law here is only seen to $\theta = 10 \text{arcmin}$ or $r = 13-14 h^{-1} \text{Mpc}$ and this is not enough to decide the issue.

### 3.4 Double power-law correlation function models

We next look to see if a more complicated model than a power law for $\xi(r)$ is required. This is motivated first because Paper I noted that there was an increase in the slope at $\approx 1 h^{-1} \text{Mpc}$ in the LBG angular autocorrelation function, $w(\theta)$, suggestive of the split between the one-halo and two-halo terms in the halo model of clustering. Although this result is uncertain due to quite significant low-redshift contamination corrections, such features have been seen in lower redshift galaxy samples, particularly for LRGs at $z \approx 0.5$ (e.g. Ross et al. 2007; Sawangwit et al. 2011). Given the improved power of the VLRS, it is interesting to see if there is any evidence of a change in the slope at small scales in $\xi(s)$ and $w_p(\sigma)$ in our $z \approx 3$ LBG sample.

We therefore show in Fig. 20 a double power-law model for $w_p$ with the same power-law slopes as fitted by Paper I to the LBG $w(\theta)$. We have reduced the amplitude by $\approx 20$ per cent to match approximately the large-scale amplitude fitted to the VLRS and Keck combined data. This is within the systematic uncertainties of the $w(\theta)$ measurement. Although certainly not required by the $w_p$ data this double power law cannot be rejected by the combined $w_p$ data, giving a reduced $\chi^2$ of 1.77 (marginally smaller than the reduced $\chi^2$ obtained for a single power law of 1.84).

In Fig. 24 we now compare to $\xi(s)$ the same double power-law $w(\theta)$ model with the $\approx 20$ per cent reduced amplitude. Again with a velocity dispersion of $420 \text{km s}^{-1}$ and $\beta = 0.38$ we see that the model cannot be rejected by the data. We note that if we use a (DD)/(DR) estimator the VLRS $\xi(s)$ result shows increased power at large scales and the flatter slope of the double power-law model here provides a better fit.

We note that other authors have also reported a turn-up in the clustering at small scales in high-redshift galaxy samples. For instance Ouchi et al. (2005) report that $z = 4$ LBG $w(\theta)$ shows a steepening below $\approx 0.2 h^{-1} \text{Mpc}$ or $\approx 10 \text{arcsec}$ at $z = 4$. If both results are unaffected by contamination then it could argue for an evolutionary growth in this break scale between $z = 4$ and 3.

Certainly there is plenty to motivate expanding surveys to make more accurate measurements of both the angular and redshift survey correlation functions at these redshifts. Below the break scale is of extreme interest for single halo galaxy formation models and at large scales the interest is in looking for a flattening of the correlation function slope due to the presence of primordial non-Gaussianity.

### 3.5 Estimating $\Omega_m$ and the growth rate

#### 3.5.1 The mass density of the Universe

We now look at the cosmological results afforded by the $z \approx 3$ LBG clustering and dynamics. As discussed by Hoyle et al. (2002) and da Angéla et al. (2005a), it is, in principle, possible to constrain the
matter density $\Omega_m(z=0)$ from the measurement of $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$. Effectively, the elongation of $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ along the line of sight increases with increasing values of $\Omega_m(z=0)$. However, increased values of $\beta$ lead to a flattening of $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ along the line of sight. These effects combined lead to a degeneracy in determining $\Omega_m$ from the galaxy clustering alone.

In previous sections, we have studied the galaxy dynamics assuming a cosmology with $\Omega_m(z=0) = 0.3$. We now fit the $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$ result with this assumed cosmology, but now with a constant peculiar velocity of $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle} = 420$ km s$^{-1}$ and fitting for $\Omega_m(z=0)$ and $\beta$. The result is shown by the $1\sigma$, $2\sigma$ and $3\sigma$ contours (solid) in Fig. 25. Based on just the $z = 3$ galaxy clustering, we find results for the mass density of $\Omega_m(z=0) = 0.08^{+0.22}_{-0.08}$ and on the infall parameter of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.38^{+0.15}_{-0.13}$.

Breaking the degeneracy of this result can be achieved by incorporating lower redshift results as shown by da Ângela et al. (2005a, 2005b) and Paper I. As in these previous works, we use the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) measurements of Hawkins et al. (2003) to do this ($r_0 = 5.0 h^{-1}$ Mpc, $\gamma = 1.8$ and $\beta(z = 0.11) = 0.49 \pm 0.09$). The Hawkins et al. (2003) result can then be evolved to the redshift of our study based on the relationship between the growth parameter, $f(z)$, and the bulk motion and the clustering bias, $b$, of a galaxy population:

$$\beta = \frac{f(z)}{b} \approx \frac{\Omega_m(z)^{0.55}}{b}.$$  

The bias can be calculated directly from the clustering measurements by using the volume averaged clustering:

$$b = \sqrt{\frac{\xi(x)}{\xi_{DM}(x)}} = \sqrt{\frac{\xi(8)}{\xi_{DM}(8)}},$$  

where $\xi(8)$ is the volume averaged correlation function at $s < 8 h^{-1}$ Mpc for the galaxy population and $\xi_{DM}(8)$ is the same, but for the underlying dark matter distribution. The volume averaged clustering is calculated from the clustering using

$$\xi(x) = \frac{3}{x^3} \int_0^x r^2 \xi(r) dr.$$  

In addition, a measure of the dark matter clustering is required in order to estimate the bias of the galaxy population and we calculate this using the CAMB software incorporating the HALOFIT model of non-linearities (Smith et al. 2003). Using the previously determined best-fitting parameters of $r_0 = 3.83 h^{-1}$ Mpc and $\gamma = 1.60$, we evaluate the galaxy bias based on a single power law, finding a bias for the LBGs of $b = 2.59 \pm 0.13$.

We then determine the $z = 0.11$ underlying dark matter clustering amplitude from these parameter constraints and evolve this to $z = 3$ for test cosmology range of $\Omega_m(z=0) = 0–1$. The constraints on $\beta$ using this method over a range of assumed $\Omega_m$ values are given by the red dashed contours in Fig. 25. By combining these with the original constraints from $\xi(\sigma, \pi)$, we find a result of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.38^{+0.16}_{-0.10}$ and $\Omega_m(z = 0) = 0.30^{+0.12}_{-0.18}$.

Across these analyses, we have consistently found a value for the infall parameter of $\beta(z = 3) \approx 0.36–0.40$. $\Omega_m$ is somewhat less well constrained, but remains consistent with $\Lambda$CDM. The measurements of $\beta(z = 3)$ presented here are consistent with our previous measurement from Paper I of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.48 \pm 0.17$, whilst being somewhat higher than the result found by da Ângela et al. (2005b) of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.15^{+0.20}_{-0.15}$. We note that the latter assumes a fixed velocity dispersion of $\sqrt{\langle w^2 \rangle} = 400$ km s$^{-1}$ and is limited to the small FoV of the Keck survey As such, their lower estimate of $\beta$ may well be a systematic of too small an area to identify the Kaiser effect as well as not being able to simultaneously fit for the velocity dispersion.

### 3.5.2 Growth rate results compared

Using the results for $\beta$ and the galaxy bias we can compare our constraints of the growth parameter $f(z)$ to previous results. Guzzo et al. (2008) presented the results of such an analysis based on the VLT VIMOS Deep Survey (VVDS), showing values for $f(z)$ extracted from a number of galaxy surveys up to a redshift of $z \approx 0.8$. Here we add the $z \approx 3$ result from our survey. We present measurements in terms of both $f(z)$ and $f_{8}$, where $f_{8}$ is intended to give a measurement which is less dependent on the cosmology assumed for the calculation of the clustering (e.g. Song & Percival 2009).

We have already calculated the infall parameter and take the value ($\beta = 0.38$) obtained via fitting the velocity dispersion and $\beta$ in a $\Lambda$CDM cosmology with $\Omega_m = 0.3$ and $\Omega_\Lambda = 0.7$ (Fig. 23). Combining this with our measurement of the galaxy bias gives a value for the growth parameter based on the combined LBG sample of $f(z = 3) = 0.99 \pm 0.50$.

We present the $f(z = 3)$ result (filled blue circle) in the top panel of Fig. 26 alongside a number of other low-redshift measurements. In order of ascending redshift, the star shows the measurement of Turnbull et al. (2012) based on local supernovae measurements,
Figure 26. The evolution of the growth factor based on available $z < 1$ survey observations and the constraint from the VLRS data (solid blue circle).

In the middle panel of Fig. 26, we also plot the evolution of $f(z)$ based on the assumed ΛCDM cosmology (dashed line), where $f(z) = \Omega_m(z)^{0.55}$. The low-redshift data points are all consistent with the assumed cosmology at the ∼1σ level and at $z = 3$, the model cosmology is again consistent with the data. We note again that the observations themselves depend on the assumed cosmology via $\sigma(z)$ and so to test the $\Omega_m = 1$ cosmology we adjust the observed values of $f(z)$ for the effects of different cosmology in equation (14) according to the methods set out by da Ângela et al. (2005b).

Also assuming that $\beta$ is approximately independent of the assumed cosmology, we see that the $\Omega_m = 1$ $z$-independent growth rate is apparently rejected by the data. However, if the bias is allowed to float rather than just fit the lowest redshift point then the model may only be rejected at the 1–2σ level, consistent with the conclusions from Fig. 25.

If we now consider $f\sigma_8$, the observations are now independent of the assumed cosmology, at least given again the assumption that the observed $\beta$ is approximately cosmology independent. Each of the observational measurements is again plotted in the top panel of Fig. 26, but now in terms of $f\sigma_8$. We now plot three test cosmologies for comparison, the ΛCDM used in the top panel (dashed line), plus an Einstein–de-Sitter model ($\Omega_m = 1$, $\Omega_\Lambda = 0$, dotted line) and an open Universe without a cosmological constant and a mass density of $\Omega_m = 0.3$ (dotted-dashed line). For each model we incorporate a factor $(c_a)$ to correct for the cosmology assumed in the measurement of the clustering observations being different from the test cosmology. Each model is thus given by

$$f\sigma_8 = \beta\sigma_8 = \frac{f\sigma_8}{\sqrt{c_a}} = \frac{\Omega_m(z)^{0.55}\sigma_8(z)}{\sqrt{c_a}(z)},$$

where an index of ‘t’ denotes a parameter calculated in the test cosmology and an index of ‘a’ denotes a parameter calculated in the assumed cosmology (i.e. ΛCDM). We normalize $\sigma_8$ to 0.8 at $z = 0$ and $\sigma_8$ is effectively $\sigma_8$ measured for the galaxy population.

If we assume a power-law form for the clustering with a slope of $\gamma = 1.8$, then following Ballinger, Peacock & Heavens (1996) and da Ângela et al. (2005b) $c_a$ is given by

$$c_a = \left(\frac{B}{B_8}\right)^2 A_1 A_8,$$

with $A$ and $B$ (da Ângela et al. 2005b) given by

$$A = c \frac{H_0}{H_0} \Omega_m^0 + \Omega_\Lambda^0 (1 + z)^3,$$

$$B = c \frac{H_0}{H_0} \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\Omega_m^0 + \Omega_\Lambda^0 (1 + z')}.$$

We are assuming here that $\beta$ is independent of cosmology, a reasonable approximation when $\Omega_m \gtrsim 0.1$.

Table 12. Summary of growth parameter results from the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$f$</th>
<th>$f\sigma_8$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Amendment SNe$^a$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2dFGRS$^b$</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.15 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.21</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDSS LRG$^c$</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.13$^d$</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SLAQ LRGs$^e$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2.02 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVDS$^f$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLRS + Keck</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.59 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.50</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Turnbull et al. (2012).
$^b$ Hawkins et al. (2003).
$^c$ Tegmark et al. (2006).
$^d$ Song & Percival (2009).
$^e$ Ross et al. (2007).
$^f$ Guzzo et al. (2008).
With the models corrected to account for differences between the cosmology assumed for the observations and the model cosmologies, the observations now provide clearer tests on the models. We note that the observations (excepting the SDSS point) assume the $\Omega_m = 0.3/\Omega_\Lambda = 0.7$ cosmology and so there is no change in the relationship between the observations and the $\Lambda$CDM model between the top and bottom panels. Thus the VLRS data point shows the same level of consistency with the $\Lambda$CDM model for $f_{\text{star}}$ and $f(z)$.

At redshifts of $z < 1$, we see that flat and open cosmologies (i.e. with and without a cosmological constant) are poorly distinguished by the available observations. At $z = 3$, we find that the VLRS data can only reject the open cosmology with $\Omega_m = 0.3$ at the $\approx 1\sigma$ level. The Einstein–de Sitter cosmology is apparently rejected by combining the $z < 1$ and $z \approx 3$ observations. But again if the normalization of the model is allowed to float rather than be fixed on the low-redshift SNe observation, the model still fits the data with a reduced $\chi^2$ of 2.7.

### 3.6 The dark matter haloes of $z \sim 3$ star-forming galaxies

We now look at the nature of the haloes that host the LGa sample based on our clustering results using the halo occupation distribution (HOD) model formalism (e.g. Ma & Fry 2000; Peacock & Smith 2000; Zehavi et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2005). By matching our clustering results to the measured clustering properties of simulated dark matter haloes, we estimate mean halo masses ($M_h$), minimum halo masses ($M_{\text{min}}$), and cumulative occupation numbers ($N(M)$) for the VLRS, Keck and combined samples. The simulation results are obtained from the cosmological dark matter simulation described by González & Padilla (2010) and the results are given in Table 13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>log$(M_h/h^{-1} M_{\odot})$</th>
<th>log$(M_{\text{min}}/h^{-1} M_{\odot})$</th>
<th>$\langle N(M) \rangle$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VLRS</td>
<td>2.37 ± 0.21</td>
<td>11.57 ± 0.15</td>
<td>11.13 ± 0.18</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keck</td>
<td>2.78 ± 0.13</td>
<td>11.69 ± 0.10</td>
<td>11.30 ± 0.10</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>2.59 ± 0.13</td>
<td>11.73 ± 0.07</td>
<td>11.33 ± 0.09</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find that the results are consistent within the error bars between the VLRS and Keck samples evaluated separately, with mean host halo masses of $\sim 10^{11.5} h^{-1} M_{\odot}$. This lends additional credence to our having combined the two samples in order to improve the statistical fidelity of the 2D clustering results. In addition we note that the occupation numbers suggest that multiple LGa are present in single galaxies, with $N(M)$ consistently $>1$ for all the samples although this is with relatively large uncertainties.

There are few other measurements of the halo masses of $z \sim 3$ LGa available in the literature that are based on spectroscopic data. In terms of photometric samples, Foucaud et al. (2003), Hildebrandt et al. (2007) and Yoshida et al. (2008) measure halo masses of bright $z \approx 3$ LGa samples of $M_{\text{DM}} \sim 10^{12} h^{-1} M_{\odot}$, an order of magnitude larger than for our sample. However, in a similarly photometric study, Lee et al. (2006) found marginally lower halo masses of $\sim 5 \times 10^{11} h^{-1} M_{\odot}$ for both $z \sim 3$ and $\sim 8$ LGa, the $z \sim 3$ LGa having a magnitude limit of $r=25$. Similarly, the results of Trainor & Steidel (2012) show a halo mass of $M_{\text{DM}} \sim 10^{11.9} h^{-1} M_{\odot}$, but is based on galaxies with a redshift distribution somewhat lower than our own.

In terms of the spectroscopic samples closest in redshift and form to our own, work using the Steidel et al. (2003, 2004) data report halo masses of $M_{\text{DM}} \sim 10^{11.5} \pm 0.3 h^{-1} M_{\odot}$ (Adelberger et al. 2005a). These spectroscopic $z \sim 3$ based measurements are in good agreement with our own results. This is as one would expect for our ‘Keck’ sample given that this uses some of the same data as the above results, whilst the consistency between these results and the result from our own pure-VLRS sample adds weight to the results as a whole. As noted by previous authors, the LGa host halo masses are approximately an order of magnitude lower than those measured for the infrared selected population at $z \sim 3$ (e.g. Quadri et al. 2007), hinting at the continued trend for a ‘blue’ star-forming population existing in low-density environments and a ‘red’, potentially more passive population inhabiting denser environments.

### 4 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the widest area spectroscopic survey of galaxies thus far in the redshift range $2 < z < 3.5$, based on observations with the VLT VIMOS instrument. This paper adds to the initial data set of Paper I, where data in five $0.5 \times 0.5$ fields were presented. Here we add a further four new fields, each with deep optical imaging over an area of $\approx 0.5 \times 0.5$ in three cases and a full $1 \times 1$ in the fourth field. In addition, we have extended one of the original fields of Paper I to $1 \times 1$ from the original $0.5 \times 0.5$. In total therefore, we now have $\approx 4 \text{deg}^2$ of optical imaging with a minimum of three bands in each field incorporating $U$, $B$ and $R$ or equivalents.

In total, the survey now consists of 1994 spectroscopically confirmed $z > 2$ galaxies. The properties of the full sample have been presented here with redshift and magnitude distributions as well as example and composite spectra. The mean redshift of our $z > 2$ galaxy data set is $\bar{z} = 2.79$. In addition, we detect 30 AGN or quasars, $\approx 800$ low-redshift galaxies and $\approx 130$ Galactic stars. Using the $z > 2$ galaxy data set, we have conducted an analysis of the galaxy clustering at $z \sim 3$. Using the semiprojected correlation function, we have measured a galaxy clustering length of $r_0 = 3.46 \pm 0.41 h^{-1}$ Mpc with a slope of $\gamma = 1.52 \pm 0.26$, assuming a power-law form to $\xi(r)$. We have also combined the VLRS sample with the Keck LGa sample of Steidel et al. (2003), which provides greater statistical power on small scales (i.e. $s \lesssim 2 h^{-1}$ Mpc) than the VLRS but does not provide the coverage of the VLRS at larger scales (i.e. $s \gtrsim 8 h^{-1}$ Mpc). For the combined sample we measure a clustering length of $r_0 = 3.83 \pm 0.24 h^{-1}$ Mpc, with a slope of $\gamma = 1.60 \pm 0.09$.

We have shown that the LGa correlation functions consistently show slopes that are significantly flatter than the canonical $\gamma = 1.8$ observed at low redshift. Indeed, the measured slopes of $\gamma = 1.55$ are flatter than in some $z \approx 1$ galaxy and radio-source correlation functions that have been interpreted as showing evidence for primordial non-Gaussianity (Xia et al. 2010; Sawangwit et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2011; Nikoloudakis et al. 2012). Non-Gaussianity is expected to be easier to detect at large scales and high redshift. We have therefore checked whether a standard $\Lambda$CDM model is consistent with the form of the VLRS $\xi(s)$ in particular in the regime $10 < s < 50 h^{-1}$ Mpc. We found that there is evidence that the LGa are showing more large-scale power than the standard model in this regime but only at $\approx 2\sigma$. More studies of LGa clustering at large scales are clearly needed to check these results.

In addition to the 1D clustering analyses, we have also investigated the 2D correlation function and the imprints of galaxy dynamics on the clustering. We find that the 2D clustering for the VLRS+Keck LGa sample is well fit by a model based on a power-law fit with a clustering length of $r_0 = 3.46 h^{-1}$ Mpc, a large-scale
infall parameter of $\beta = 0.38 \pm 0.19$ and a velocity dispersion of $\sigma_z = 420^{+140}_{-160} \, \text{km s}^{-1}$, over a range of $1 < z < 2.5$. We have shown that this result is consistent with the model for the redshift space correlation function, $\xi(s)$, measured for the combined sample.

We use the 2D galaxy clustering results to determine the matter density parameter and the growth parameter. Using the previously constrained form for the galaxy and galaxy velocity dispersion, we fit the 2D correlation function for the matter density, $\Omega_m$. We find an acceptable fit in the matter density in the range $\Omega_m(z = 0) = 0.08_{-0.02}^{+0.08}$ (with an infall parameter of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.38_{-0.15}^{+0.05}$). We add a further constraint provided by the 2dFGRS low-redshift clustering measurements, which gives $\Omega_m(z = 0) = 0.30_{-0.18}^{+0.18}$ (with an infall parameter of $\beta(z = 3) = 0.38_{-0.10}^{+0.06}$). All constraints on the mass density are relatively weak, we see that the constraints on the infall parameter remain consistent. Using these measurements to constrain the growth parameter, we find a value of $f(z = 3) = b\beta = 0.99 \pm 0.50$. In addition we determine the combined parameter $f\sigma_z$, which gives a measure of the growth parameter that is less dependent on the assumed underlying dark matter mass distribution. In this case we find a value of $f\sigma_z = 0.26 \pm 0.13$. These measurements are the highest redshift constraint on the growth parameter based on galaxy clustering analyses. We have shown that these measurements are consistent with the $\Lambda$CDM standard model, although given the uncertainties on the measurements, they are also consistent with a number of other cosmologies.

Based on the clustering results, we estimate typical halo masses for the dark matter haloes that host the LBG population. For the VLRS sample alone, we estimate a mean halo mass of $M_{\text{halo}} = 10^{11.57} \pm 0.15$, consistent with measurements based on comparable spectroscopic LBG samples at $z \sim 3$ and an order of magnitude lower than the typical halo masses hosting $z \sim 3$ infrared-selected galaxies.

This work is one of the largest surveys of the galaxy mass distribution at $z \approx 3$ and paves the way for a number of lines of research, which will be followed in subsequent papers. In particular, the proximity of the data presented here to quasar sightlines will provide important constraints on the relationship between galaxies and the IGM at an epoch associated with significant interactions between the two.
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